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1 / Executive Summary1
— In 2019, the European economy decelerated from the peak growth achieved in 2018, and we expect the slowdown to
continue into 2020. The ECB recently announced a broad stimulus to support growth and inflation, and we believe it would
take a material shock to derail Europe from its prospects of gradual, medium-term economic growth. Interest rates are
now expected to remain lower for even longer. Risks remain on the horizon, including a further cyclical slowdown in global
growth, or trade barrier escalations.2
—

Allocations to private infrastructure will probably continue to grow. Although 2019 marked a slowdown in fundraising, we
expect fundraising to continue growing in the medium term, alongside a healthy pipeline of investment opportunities.
Investor appetite seems to be shifting from core infrastructure, to core plus strategies where the opportunity set is wider,
and entry valuations and business models may offer stronger risk-adjusted return potential.3

—

Europe continues to represent a key infrastructure market, providing investors with a unique set of opportunities to diversify
portfolios by country and sector.4 We believe that the European markets with the most relevant fundamentals for longterm infrastructure investment are the United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, the Nordics and France, as
well as Italy, Spain, and Portugal, which combine slightly higher risk/return potential with conducive market fundamentals.5

—

The recent compression in long-term bond yields6 has reduced our long-term return outlook for infrastructure returns.
However, we continue to observe a sound yield premium over government bonds, particularly in the middle market7, and
outside of the large-cap regulated space, where competition for assets relative to availability is higher and alpha may be
limited. For 2020, we forecast levered entry returns for core assets8 in mature European markets to be in the range of
6.4% to 9.0% (IRR9). In the core plus space, levered entry return assumptions are in the range of 9.0% to 12.6% (IRR).10

—

The performance outlook of European transportation remains stable in our opinion, but traffic growth may moderate further
in 2020, particularly for toll roads. Allowed returns for European regulated networks should continue to compress, but the
outlook appears to be largely stabilising compared with previous years. The outlook in the power sector seems now more
promising. Demand may remain sluggish, but energy transition policies and rising CO2 prices may lead to mothballing of
coal generation and support power prices, benefiting gas and renewable power. Acquiring and managing assets following
rigorous sustainability criteria will be a crucial driver of long-term value generation going forward. The outlook for utilities
has now largely stabilised compared with previous years, and utilities seem to continue to look for partnerships to fund
investment and capitalise on transport electrification and energy networks digitalisation.

— Digitalisation will likely continue to support demand fundamentals for digital infrastructure, particularly for data centres and
fibre. We see a good pipeline of opportunities, but believe that focusing on yield and taking conservative views on business
plans’ growth assumptions may help optimising long-term risk-adjusted returns in the space.
Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at time of publication and are subject to change.
Oxford Economics, as at 20 November 2019.
3
Preqin, “Preqin Quarterly Update: Infrastructure. Q3 2019”, 10 October 2019.
4
Preqin, “Preqin Quarterly Update: Infrastructure. Q3 2019”, 10 October 2019.
5
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure markets as at 25 November 2019.
6
Oxford Economics, 20 November 2019.
7
The middle market includes assets requiring equity checks in the range of EUR 250 million to EUR 500 million, offering a value proposition that is less competitive
than the market for large-scale core assets. Opportunities in the middle market often enable acquirers to compete on factors other than price, such as business
plan strength and asset management/ industry expertise.
8
Core infrastructure includes brownfield assets in geographically mature markets, with returns predominantly based on income return. Income return is predictable
in the long term, based on regulation or contractual structure, while capital appreciation potential is more limited. Core assets provide essential services in
economically and demographically mature areas, are often fully regulated, and technological obsolescence risk is minimal, contributing to low return volatility.
9
IRR = Internal Rate of Return.
10
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019. Valuations for 2020 are based on a ten year
dividend discount model and a terminal value at exit. Dividend yields, leverage, growth, exit assumptions and discount rate vary by country and sector. There is
no guarantee the forecast shown will materialise.
1
2

2
Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect. Past performance
is not indicative of future returns. No assurance can be given that any forecast or target will be achieved.
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2 / Strategic Themes11
Strategic Themes for Unlisted Infrastructure Investment and Portfolio Management

Portfolio Optimisation

Risk Awareness

Strategic Themes12

1

Mature Markets: Focus on European markets with a comparatively more predictable investment
environment and a transparent legal and regulatory framework, including Germany, the United Kingdom,
the Netherlands, Belgium, the Nordics, France, Italy, Spain and Portugal.13

2

Yield and Platforms: Target brownfield assets offering a platform for growth. Brownfield assets with solid
infrastructure characteristics may support yield through regulated or contracted profiles, while platforms
may help support growth and capital appreciation to optimise valuations at exit. We believe that an
adequate exposure to regulated infrastructure may be key to balance systemic risk in a portfolio.14

3

Long-term Industry Trends: Target sectors that may be favourably positioned to capitalise on long-term
industry trends. Electrification, digitalisation, urbanisation and demographic trends should support resilient
value creation in the long term independently from the short-term volatility of the macroeconomic cycle.

1

Large-Cap: The middle market offers opportunities to acquire assets in a less competitive space
compared with the large-cap market, where dry powder is high.15 Opportunities requiring structuring may
enable value creation through operational, strategic and financial expertise.

2

Style Drifts: In an increasingly mature investment cycle, it may be prudent to focus on assets with solid
infrastructure business fundamentals, located in mature markets and with conservative leverage profiles.

3

Growth Assumptions: There may be benefits in taking a realistic approach on growth assumptions
adopted by sell side business plans. In a maturing macroeconomic cycle business assumptions may not
materialise as quickly as expected, while in emerging infrastructure sectors, such as digital infrastructure,
unpredicted changes in market conditions may limit growth potential substantially.

1

Greenfield: Greenfield opportunities may remain a valuable strategy in mature markets. Such
opportunities may offer potential to generate alpha and complement a portfolio with higher returns, while
increased risk may be largely mitigated.16

2

North America: North American infrastructure may offer the opportunity to diversify a portfolio of European
investments, particularly across the long-term contracted renewables space.17

3

Sustainability: Acquiring and managing assets that comply with rigorous ESG18 criteria and responsible
investment guidelines offers potential to protect long-term value, particularly at exit.19

Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at time of publication and are subject to change.
No assurance can be given that investment objectives will be achieved.
13
DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure markets as at 25 November 2019.
14
DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019.
15
Based on InfraNews database transactions, as at June 2019.
16
DWS proprietary model for ranking unlisted infrastructure markets and sectors as at 25 November 2019.
17
Based on InfraNews data, as at 6 November 2019.
18
ESG = Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) refers to the three key factors in measuring the sustainability and societal impact of an investment.
19
DWS, University of Hamburg, “ESG and Corporate Financial Performance”, December 2015.
11
12

3
Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect. Past
performance is not indicative of future returns.
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3 / Macroeconomic Outlook20
Global Growth: The slowdown in economic growth observed in 2019 may not yet be over. Forecasts for 2020 indicate that
global GDP growth should come in at 2.5% - a long way from recession but still subdued by the standards of the past decade.
In addition, long-term inflation expectations have been declining further. Ongoing geopolitical uncertainty and the effects of a
dissipating U.S. fiscal stimulus may lead to a further slowdown in 2020 compared with what is currently expected.21
The growth outlook appears more subdued in mature economies, while emerging markets are likely to gain some momentum.
In the U.S., economic growth expectations are at 1.6% for 2020, down from an expected 2.3% in 2019. The U.S. economy
remains in a good place, but momentum is undeniably slowing and the Fed acknowledged that further easing would occur in
case of a material reassessment of the growth outlook. China may grow at 5.7% in 2020, down from 6.1% in 2019, but the
improved sentiment around trade talks with the U.S. seems to have reduced downside risk.

REAL GDP GROWTH (% P.A., 2010-24F)
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2.0%
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SOVEREIGN BOND YIELDS (10 YEARS, %, 2020F-25F)
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Source: Oxford Economics, as at 6 November 2019. Notes: F = forecast, E = expected. Past performance is not a guide for future results. There is no guarantee
the forecast shown will materialise. Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate
or incorrect.

European Growth: The European economy may continue to grow slowly, and forward-looking indicators suggest that growth
may remain subdued also in 2020, with domestic demand remaining supportive, but industrial production and exports stalling.
This is most evident in Germany, but the dynamic is now spreading to other countries as well. Looking at other major Eurozone
economies, growth may remain supportive in France and Spain, while in Italy GDP growth could be little above zero. For 2020,
we expect GDP growth in the Eurozone to slow to 1% from 1.2% in 2019. The ECB announced a broad stimulus package to
support the deteriorating growth and inflation outlook. We expect the ECB to maintain an accommodative stance for an
extended period and Eurozone bond yields to remain lower for longer. In the United Kingdom, a pick-up in wage growth and
a cooling in inflation has supported household spending, with GDP growth at estimated 1.3% in 2019. The GDP forecast for
2020 is at 1%, as exports may continue to slow down. While still looming, the risk of a no-deal Brexit appears to have now
receded, proving potentially supportive of investment for 2020.
Risks: Beyond Brexit, rising trade barriers and a weaker outlook for global growth may weigh on the European economy.
Although unlikely, if Eurozone inflation pressures started to rise, the European central bank may surprise markets to the
upside, pushing bond yields and the euro higher, which in turn could slow growth.

20
21

Based on Oxford Economics, as at 6 November 2019. There is no guarantee the forecast shown will materialise.
Based on Oxford Economics, as at 6 November 2019. There is no guarantee the forecast shown will materialise.

4

Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect. Past performance
is not indicative of future returns.
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4 / Infrastructure Market Outlook22
4.1 Fundraising Update23
The market environment remains driven by comparatively low returns from traditional asset classes and a weaker economic
growth environment.24 In 2019, long-term investors have continued to increase allocations to private infrastructure.25 They see
private infrastructure as an asset class that has historically offered diversification benefits, long-term cash flow visibility
matching long duration needs, and a yield premium over government bonds.26
Unlisted infrastructure fundraising achieved a new record in 2018 with funds securing over USD 90 billion, largely driven by a
few mega funds reaching final close. In 2019, fundraising continued to prove resilient, but in the absence of mega funds
currently in the market, we may observe a slowdown in fundraising compared with 2018. In 2019 year to date, seventy-one
unlisted infrastructure funds had secured USD 54 billion27, but the year-end total is likely to be closer to USD 70 billion, as an
acceleration in fundraising is expected by the end of 2019. We believe that 2019 may be another strong year for unlisted
infrastructure fundraising.28
The fundraising time in the market seems to have shortened: about 83% of funds closing in 2019 were in the market for less
than two years compared to 70% in 2014. Looking at strategies by geography, European and North American strategies may
continue to dominate private infrastructure fundraising, while we observe that the preference of long-term investors seems to
be increasingly shifting from core strategies into the core plus and value add market segment.29

UNLISTED INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDRAISING
(Global, USD billion, 2012 – 2019 YTD)(%, ROLLING ANNUAL, DECEMBER 2010 - JUNE 2017)
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Source: DWS, Preqin, 10 October 2019. For illustrative purpose only. Past performance is not a guide for future results.

Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
24
Based on Bloomberg, as at 17 November 2019.
25
Based on Preqin, as at 10 October 2019.
26
MSCI Global Quarterly Infrastructure Asset Index, “Summary - Period ending June 2019”, November 2019.
27
Figure includes Core, Core Plus, Value Added, Opportunistic, Fund of Funds, Secondaries and Debt funds.
28
Preqin, “Preqin Quarterly Update: Infrastructure. Q3 2019”, 10 October 2019.
29
Preqin, “Preqin Quarterly Update: Infrastructure. Q3 2019”, 10 October 2019.
22
23

5
Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect. Past performance
is not indicative of future returns.
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4.2 Historical Transactions Overview30
Europe represents the key investment region for core and core plus investment strategies and the pipeline of European
transactions appears strong. European infrastructure regulation is relatively transparent when compared with other markets
around the globe. Mature European countries can offer an established investment environment, a transparent legal and
regulatory framework, and a history of private infrastructure ownership. 31 Compared with North America, Europe provides
access to abundant investment opportunities in transportation, governed by mature and tested concession frameworks, which
have historically provided long-term income return visibility as well as potential for long-term business expansion.
Historically, North America has represented a region that can offer diversification opportunities to portfolios focusing on
European infrastructure, particularly in the long-term contracted energy sector. However, in North America private
infrastructure investment has been historically more skewed towards the energy sector and core plus/value add strategies,
and has therefore proven more volatile.32

PRIVATE INFRASTRUCTURE EQUITY DEALS
(By Region in % and Country in Europe in EUR billion, 2012 – 2019 YTD) ROLLING ANNUAL, - JUNE
2017)
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Source: DWS, InfraNews, Infrastructure Journal, as at 6 November 2019. For illustrative purpose only. Past performance is not a guide for future results.

As at the beginning of November 2019, the total of closed private infrastructure equity transactions in the European
infrastructure market for 2019 stood at EUR 78 billion, broadly in line with the volume of transactions closing in 2018 over the
same period. In 2019, we might observe a deceleration in the volume of transactions reaching financial close compared with
2018. In fact, 2018 represented an exceptional year in terms of transaction volumes, as a number of unique, very large
corporate transactions reached financial close. From a country perspective, looking at key markets, the United Kingdom
continued to lead the market accounting for about 41% of the total transaction volume, Southern Europe accounted for about
16%, while France and the Netherlands accounted for about 12% and 7% respectively.33

Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure markets as at 25 November 2019.
Preqin, “Preqin Quarterly Update: Infrastructure. Q3 2019”, 10 October 2019.
33
Based on InfraNews database, as at 6 November 2019. Figures include all greenfield and brownfield European projects in the database that have been listed
with the status “Financial Close”.
30
31
32
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Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect. Past performance
is not indicative of future returns.
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4.3 Valuation Trends34
Average transaction multiples appear to have increased in 2019, broadly in line with what was observed across other asset
classes in developed markets. We believe that a combination of factors drove this increase. In 2019, the composition of the
transaction universe included a larger number of transactions in the digital infrastructure sector and in growth assets,
supporting transaction multiples. Moreover, we believe that expectations around looser monetary policy adopted by the Fed
and the ECB resulted in a further reduction in discount rates, contributing to the increase, particularly for large-cap core
infrastructure.35

EV/EBITDA, UNLISTED INFRASTRUCTURE TRANSACTIONS IN EUROPE
(2007 - 2019 YTD)

21
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Source: DWS proprietary database of European unlisted infrastructure transactions, based on publicly available transaction information from various sources,
including Infrastructure Journal, InfraNews, Reuters, 6 November 2019. For illustrative purpose only. Past performance is not a guide for future results.

In the core infrastructure space, competition continued to increase, particularly at the direct end of the market.36 We continue
to consider the core plus space as the most attractive segment of the market, particularly with regard to the mid-market, where
we believe that the pipeline of investment opportunities is deeper and may offer investors access to a comparatively less
competitive landscape.37 In a maturing investment cycle, it is important to have a fundamental view on valuations throughout
the cycle across the entire private infrastructure market spectrum, taking a realistic mid-cycle approach to facilitate a stable
view of asset values over the long term.38

Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
DWS proprietary database of European unlisted infrastructure transactions, based on publicly available transaction information from various sources, including
Infrastructure Journal, InfraNews, Reuters, 6 November 2019.
36
Based on InfraNews database as at 6 November 2019. Figures include all European projects in the database that have been listed with the status “Financial
Close”. This figure reflects both infrastructure project financing and non-project financing deals.
37
DWS proprietary database of European unlisted infrastructure transactions, based on publicly available transaction information from various sources, including
Infrastructure Journal, InfraNews, Reuters, 6 November 2019.
38
DWS proprietary database of European unlisted infrastructure transactions, based on publicly available transaction information from various sources, including
Infrastructure Journal, InfraNews, Reuters, 6 November 2019.
34
35

7
Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect. Past performance
is not indicative of future returns.
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4.4 Historical Performance Overview39
Historical Index Performance: According to the MSCI Global Infrastructure Asset Index (MSCI index), historically global
unlisted infrastructure has since inception recorded double-digit total returns, supported by a steady and predictable income
return profile and some capital growth.40 Looking at sector specific performance, income and capital returns continued to
remain comparatively more stable in the transportation sector, where assets continued to benefit from favourable business
fundamentals. The MSCI index signals that capital returns in the power sector continued to prove volatile, particularly for
merchant power, while we observed an increase in income return, driven by more supportive business fundamentals compared
with the recent past. Income return in the European regulated power sector continued to remain under pressure.41

MSCI GLOBAL INFRASTRUCTURE ASSET INDEX RETURN BY SECTOR
(%, Rolling Annual, December 2010 – June 2019)(%, ROLLING ANNUAL, DECEMBER 2010 - JUNE
2017)
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Source: MSCI Global Quarterly Infrastructure Asset Index, “Summary - Period ending June 2019”, local currency, November 2019. Past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future returns.

Looking at historical performance by strategy, the MSCI Index indicates that while income return across core and core plus
strategies has been largely comparable, core plus infrastructure has historically demonstrated stronger potential for capital
appreciation. Core plus infrastructure can offer a flexible business model supported by a regulatory or contractual framework
that combines income return visibility with capital appreciation potential through active asset management.42
Going forward, we believe that European core plus infrastructure strategies should continue to post solid performance
throughout the macroeconomic cycle, particularly for strategies focusing on assets with solid long-term industry growth
dynamics. We continued to witness a compression of capital appreciation for core infrastructure,43 largely driven by the
increase in entry valuations and generally by the limited ability to grow assets through active asset management.

Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
MSCI Global Quarterly Infrastructure Asset Index, “Summary - Period ending June 2019”, November 2019. It should be noted that the relative strength of
unlisted infrastructure in this analysis is in part due to the fact that the MSCI Index is a valuation-based index, while indices used for the listed asset classes are
calculated on a transactional base and are therefore inherently more volatile.
41
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019. Valuations for 2020 are based on a ten year
dividend discount model and a terminal value at exit. Dividend yields, leverage, growth, exit assumptions and discount rate vary by country and sector. There is
no guarantee the forecast shown will materialise.
42
MSCI Global Quarterly Infrastructure Asset Index, “Summary - Period ending June 2019”, November 2019.
43
MSCI Global Quarterly Infrastructure Asset Index, “Summary - Period ending June 2019”, November 2019.
39
40
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Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect. Past performance
is not indicative of future returns.
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MSCI GLOBAL INFRASTRUCTURE ASSET INDEX RETURN BY STRATEGY
(%, Rolling Annual, December 2010 – June 2019) 44
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Source: MSCI Global Quarterly Infrastructure Asset Index, “Summary - Period ending June 2019”, local currency, November 2019. Past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future returns.

Historical Funds Performance:45 Looking at historical fund performance by vintage for infrastructure strategies in the European
core and core plus space, we estimate that over the period 2005 to 2016 net IRR performance was at 10.6%. The minimum
median net IRR at 5.6% was achieved by funds in 2006, while the maximum was achieved by funds in 2010, at 13.6%.
Historically, over the period 2005 to 2016, performance volatility in the core and core plus infrastructure was at 2.45%.46

Median Net IRR since
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PRIVATE INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDS – NET IRRS (Europe, Estimate By Vintage Year, 2005-2016)ER
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Source: DWS, Preqin, November 2019. Includes funds investing in core and core plus strategies. For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is not
indicative of future results. Opinions and forecasts may never materialise.

MSCI Global Quarterly Infrastructure Asset Index, “Summary - Period ending June 2019”. Total Returns based on MSCI Global Quarterly Infrastructure Asset
Index, as at November 2019, Local. Core Infra = ‘Low Risk’ in MSCI Infrastructure Investment Style Matrix, includes brownfield assets in geographically mature
markets, with significant component of income yield, predictable and regulated revenues, long-term investment horizon, and an investment grade rating profile.
Core/Core plus = ‘Moderate Risk’, includes brownfield assets with some development risk, in mature markets, with relatively predictable revenues and income
and capital, generally contributing equally to total return. ‘Opportunistic’ = High Risk includes high risk brownfield or greenfield assets, located in mature and
maturing markets, with a sub-investment grade profile, with potentially volatile income streams and with the capital return component representing the primary
driver of total return. Past performance is not guide for future results.
45
Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
46
DWS, Preqin, as at November 2019. Includes funds investing in core and core plus strategies.
44
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4.5 Performance Outlook47
Evaluating the performance outlook for infrastructure requires considering the complex, long-term interaction between a
number of factors, including entry valuations, operational fundamentals varying by sector, leverage, expectations around
dividend yields growth, interest rates fluctuations driving cost of debt and discount rates, evolution in the competitive
environment, and assumptions around exit valuations.48
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Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
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We estimate that for 2020 on average, levered private infrastructure equity entry return assumptions in mature European
markets should be in the range of 6.4% to 9.0% (IRR) for core strategies.49 In comparison to 2019, for 2020 we expect a
further compression in core entry return assumptions by about 0.4%, driven mainly by a reduction in risk-free returns. We
continue to see a healthy premium over government bond yields, but in the core space we expect spreads over long-term
government bond yields to remain compressed, particularly for regulated networks. High dry powder levels, particularly in the
large cap segment, should continue to limit upside potential.50
For core plus strategies, we estimate that for 2020 on average, levered private infrastructure equity entry return assumptions
in mature European markets should be in the range of 9.0% to 12.6% (IRR).51 For 2020, in comparison to 2019 we expect
some compression in entry return assumptions also for core plus, but these are expected to be marginal in countries at the
lower end of the risk spectrum, including Germany, the Netherlands and the Nordics. The reduction in entry return assumptions
is expected to be more pronounced in markets at the higher end of the risk spectrum, including Spain, Portugal and Italy, due
to a reduction in government bond yields compared with 2019 and a slightly weaker medium-term macroeconomic outlook.

49

For indicative purposes only, returns vary by country, sector and asset.
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019. Valuations for 2020 are based on a ten year
dividend discount model and a terminal value at exit. Dividend yields, leverage, growth, exit assumptions and discount rate vary by country and sector. There is
no guarantee the forecast shown will materialise.
51
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019. Valuations for 2020 are based on a ten year
dividend discount model and a terminal value at exit. Dividend yields, leverage, growth, exit assumptions and discount rate vary by country and sector. There is
no guarantee the forecast shown will materialise.
50
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5 / Infrastructure Outlook by Sector 52
5.1 Transportation53
In 2019, European transportation performed well, but we witnessed a deceleration in passenger growth, driven by a slowdown
in macroeconomic fundamentals, and we expect this trend to continue in 2020. Transportation is a complex industry and
includes, among others, air, marine, road and rail services for both passengers and freight. Although there are differences
across industry sub-sectors and regions, traffic volumes have a strong correlation with GDP growth and in particular with
private consumption for passenger growth and industrial production for freight volumes.54
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Source: Oxford Economics, as at 6 November 2019. Notes: F = forecast, E = expected. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. There is no guarantee
the forecast shown will materialise. Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate
or incorrect.
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Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
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Based on Eurostat data, as at November 2019.
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Airports55
Operating Performance Outlook 2020

Stable

Demand Growth, 2020 Forecast

1-4%

Long-Term Industry Trend

Stable/Positive

For 2020, on average, we expect European airports to continue benefitting from positive passenger growth. However, we
forecast growth to moderate further from 2019 levels, in line with the weaker global macroeconomic outlook. 56 We are
forecasting growth to be in the 1-4% range, down from the 2-6% range in 2019, and with U.K. airports expected to grow below
2%. Nevertheless, long-term industry fundamentals remain supportive, and we expect the trend of solid single digit passenger
growth in European airports to continue.
In 2020, domestic demand in Europe should support passenger growth, while European airport hubs exposed to Asian markets
should continue to experience solid long-haul passenger and commercial revenues growth. Asia’s air-passenger count could
more than double by 2035 compared to 2018 levels, driven by middle-class proliferation, a trend that is unlikely to be materially
undermined by economic slowdown or trade tensions.57
On average, in Europe we have observed a marginal decline in aeronautical charges over the last years, with some airports
trying to remain competitive and capture more airline traffic by reducing charges. In 2019, we also observed cases of airline
failure, and continued consolidation in the airline sector contributing to weaker traffic volumes growth; a trend that we expect
to continue in 2020. Nevertheless, we continue to witness solid growth in non-aeronautical revenues.58
Commercial revenues remain a key growth area, with airports trying to boost commercial yields on food and beverage
activities, retail space and parking. As a result, we expect airport revenue growth to remain broadly stable for 2020.59 Overall,
solid passenger growth and operating margins should continue to drive investment and capacity expansions across a number
of airports in Europe in the medium term.60
Risks: We expect oil prices to average around USD 65 per barrel in 2020,61 materially below historical levels. However,
unexpected sharp, increases in oil prices may put pressure on airlines. At the time of writing, the U.K. airport sector remains
exposed to Brexit-related downside risks. In case of a disruptive, hard Brexit scenario, flights to and from Europe might plunge
in the short term, and some airlines may move capacity to other European countries. As part of the new Withdrawal Agreement
signed in October 2019 between the United Kingdom and the European Union, temporary measures were agreed to ensure
basic air traffic connectivity,62 but these do not fully replicate conditions of the single aviation market. Therefore, we decided
to keep our outlook for U.K. airports in 2020 at stable/negative.63
In the medium term, we expect that climate change policies may increasingly impact air travel. Airlines may be increasingly
exposed to incremental costs to offset the rising price of carbon, potentially passing on the additional burden to passengers
through higher tariffs. This risk may curb current passenger growth expectations. 64

55

Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019.
Based on a number of sources, including Bloomberg, Eurostat and Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
Bloomberg, Asia Air Travel Boom, December 2018.
58
Based on a number of sources, including Bloomberg, Eurostat and Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
59
DWS forecast based on number of sources, including Oxford Economics, Bloomberg, Eurostat and Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
60
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure markets as at 25 November 2019.
61
Oxford Economics, West Texas Intermediate (WTI), 25 November 2019.
62
HM Government, New Withdrawal Agreement and Political Declaration, 19 October 2019.
63
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019.
64
Based on Reuters, as at October 2019.
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Toll Roads65
Operating Performance Outlook 2020

Stable

Demand Growth, 2020 Forecast

1-2%

Long-Term Industry Trend

Stable

In 2020, we expect traffic growth on European toll roads to moderate further and to be only marginally positive, due to sluggish
economic growth. We also expect toll increases to moderate in 2020 due to weaker inflation. French toll roads experienced a
decline in traffic in 2018 and 2019 due to social unrest, but as these events faded over the course of 2019, we expect traffic
levels to recover in 2020. In Italy, traffic volumes were supported by the resilience shown by heavy vehicles despite weak
industrial production in 2019, but we expect traffic volumes to remain largely stable for 2020, due to weak economic growth.
Political pressure in Italy may prevent some operators from raising tariffs in line with inflation as expected under their
concession agreements. In 2019, traffic broadly reached pre-crisis levels in Portugal and Spain and we expect some growth
in 2020, with heavy vehicle traffic continuing to outpace light vehicle traffic.66
In our view, technology investment in the toll road sector increasingly represents an opportunity for revenue generation, cost
control and decarbonisation of vehicle traffic. Automated tolling technologies allowing distance-based tolls and demand
management pricing should support revenues and increase operating efficiency in the medium term. The expected gradual
increase in electric vehicles (EV) should drive investment needs across EV recharging stations, supporting business
fundamentals for service stations. Automated driver-assistance systems may support toll road capacity increases in the long
term, but car sharing could partially offset this dynamic.67
Risks: Toll road traffic has historically demonstrated a strong correlation to GDP.69 Although unlikely, a further slowdown in
economic growth, or an increase in oil prices might cap traffic growth in 2020. In the long term, the outlook for toll roads
remains stable, albeit subject to a number of long-term trends. An ageing European population and the potential advent of
autonomous vehicles, likely to utilise car-sharing business models, could negatively affect traffic volumes for toll roads and
parking assets.70

Ports68
Operating Performance Outlook 2020

Stable

Demand Growth, 2020 Forecast

1-2%

Long-Term Industry Trend

Stable

65

Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019.
Based on a number of sources, including Bloomberg, Eurostat and Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
67
Roland Berger, July 2018.
68
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019.
69
Eurostat, as at November 2019.
70
Based on a number of sources, including Bloomberg, Eurostat and Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
66
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In 2019, European ports proved remarkably resilient, notwithstanding the fact that we observed increased volatility in the
global macroeconomic and trade environment. We maintain a stable outlook on the sector, as we expect a similar dynamic
for 2020.71 In the shipping sector, after a weak start in 2019, the dry bulk segment continued its recovery, as reflected by the
recent strong performance of the Baltic Dry Index (BDI).72
In the container liner industry, performance has been solid, supported by improved freight rates, driven by a positive supply
demand balance. In the tanker segment, charter rates improved recently. Starting in January 2020, the new IMO 2020
regulation will require vessels to be retrofitted with exhaust-gas scrubbers or burn more costly low sulphur fuel. The new
regulation should put pressure on costs for ship owners of less efficient vessels, but may also contribute to the temporary
reduction of vessels supply, and increase freight rates. While dry bulk and tanker vessels are less likely to be affected by the
increase in costs, container liners may need to ensure timely pass-through of additional costs in their contracts to avoid
negative effects on operational performance. We believe that the shift from bulk to containerisation, which has supported
growth in the past, is a maturing trend in developed markets but still has potential to support growth in emerging markets.
Therefore, in the medium term we foresee European ports to grow in line with global long-term GDP growth, rather than
outperforming GDP growth as in the past.73
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Source: DWS, Oxford Economics, Bloomberg, 6 November 2019. Notes: E = expected, F = forecast. The Baltic Dry Index (BDI) is issued daily by the Londonbased Baltic Exchange. The BDI is a composite of the Capesize, Panamax and Supramax Timecharter averages. It is reported around the world as a proxy for
dry bulk shipping stocks as well as a general shipping market indicator. Past performance is not indicative of future returns.

Risks: Ports traffic volumes have historically demonstrated correlation to global GDP growth. We see privately owned ports in
strategic locations proving more resilient and flexible to risks, including a potential slowdown in global trade driven by a further
unexpected deceleration of Chinese GDP growth, or growing trade barriers.74 In case of additional trade tariffs, performance
of ports exposed to the container cargo segment may be more volatile than ports exposed to bulk cargo, as container products
are generally more subject to tariffs. In the long term, technological innovation, such as 3D printing, may cap volume growth
prospects.75

Based on Bloomberg, Oxford Economics and Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
Bloomberg, November 2019. The BDI represents a traditional barometer of the health of the dry-bulk shipping industry and of global trade.
73
Based on a number of sources, including Oxford Economics, Bloomberg, Eurostat and Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
74
Based on Bloomberg, Oxford Economics and Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
75
Based on Moody’s Investors Service, “Privately Managed Ports Chartbook”, 5 August 2019.
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Rail76
Operating Performance Outlook 2020

Stable

Demand Growth, 2020 Forecast

1-2%

Long-Term Industry Trend

Stable/Positive

The 2020 outlook for European rail is stable, in our view. While the passenger segment should continue to prove resilient, in
the freight segment downside risks outweigh upside potential, due to the expected slowdown in GDP growth and the uncertain
prospects for industrial production. This is particularly relevant for rolling stock, where the passenger segment demand is
generally more stable and contracts tend to be medium-term. In the freight segment, contracts can be diversified but are
generally more exposed to short-term volatility. In the long term, we believe that the rail industry is expected to continue
growing, as capacity expands gradually, also driven by the decarbonisation of transport. We continue to see a shift of freight
traffic from roads to rail, driven by tighter regulation around diesel trucking capacity and a growing importance of intermodal
freight transportation.77
The European rail industry is gradually moving to a deeper liberalisation. European Union policymakers have been looking for
ways to make the European rail networks more efficient and integrated, opening up rail services to competition. In June 2019,
the E.U. Agency for Railways (ERA) was mandated to authorise vehicles that operate across borders in Europe, to issue
single safety certificates that are valid in multiple European states, and to ensure an interoperable European Rail Traffic
Management System (ERTMS). This is a substantial change for the European rail system as it introduces a simplified process
for European rail operators and helps increasing harmonisation across markets.78 The European Union 4th railway package
envisions the opening of domestic rail passenger markets from 2020, and we expect competitive auctions to accelerate from
2023. Future European tenders are foreseen to be increasingly “multi-mode” in order to satisfy customer needs of “seamless
multimodal integration”, and exploit the possibility to design and operate more efficient networks and services.79
Looking at rolling stock, today investment opportunities exist across Europe, and mainly in the United Kingdom, where we
expect the market to continue to provide opportunities, as a number of rail franchises are up for renewal over coming years.80
However, supported by the liberalisation process, we expect inter-city, regional, and local rolling-stock markets across Europe
to provide significantly more investment opportunities in the medium term, particularly as average fleet ages have already
approached the end of their useful life and need replacement. This is one of the reasons why our long-term industry trend is
stable/positive.81
Risks: Risks in the sector remain low for 2020. Passenger rail traffic has proved to be resilient to GDP and is correlated to
demographic growth in the long term. However, freight rail remains materially exposed to the risk of a further economic
slowdown in the Eurozone, and particularly to the risk of a slump in industrial production.82

76

Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019.
Based on a number of sources, including Oxford Economics, Bloomberg, Eurostat and Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
78
European Union Agency for Railways, “ERA becomes European authority for cross-border rail traffic in Europe”, 16 June 2019.
79
European Commission, “Fourth Railway Package”, April 2016.
80
Based on Infrastructure Journal database as at 25 November 2019.
81
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019.
82
Based on a number of sources, including Oxford Economics, Bloomberg, Eurostat and Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
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5.2 Power, Utilities and Networks83
The outlook for the power sector seems now more supportive compared with recent years, particularly for gas power
generation, renewables and integrated utilities. Power demand is expected to remain broadly stable, while power prices seem
to have turned a corner, and are expected to increase in the medium term, supported by rising CO2 prices weighing on supply
and reserve margins. We expect average sector earnings to grow for power generators and utilities, while regulated networks
may continue to experience a reduction of allowed returns and this may weigh on earnings in 2020.84 In our view, the power
sector continues to experience a structural change driven by the energy transition, supporting investment needs, particularly
for renewables, energy storage, energy-from-waste (EfW) and smart grids.
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AVERAGE BASELOAD DARK AND SPARK SPREADS85 BY COUNTRY (EUR/MWh, 2009-20F)
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Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
Moody’s Investors Service, “EMEA Regulated Electric and Gas Networks Outlook 2020”, 6 December 2019.
85
The dark spread is the theoretical gross margin of a coal-fired power plant from selling a unit of electricity, having bought the fuel required to produce this unit
of electricity. The spark spread is the theoretical gross margin of a gas-fired power plant from selling a unit of electricity, having bought the fuel required to produce
this unit of electricity.
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Power Generation86
Operating Performance Outlook 2020

Coal: Negative

-

Gas: Stable/Positive

-

Nuclear: Stable

Long-Term Industry Trend

Coal: Negative

-

Gas: Stable/Negative

-

Nuclear: Stable/Negative

Demand: In 2019, power demand in Europe has continued to remain sluggish, and we believe that it is likely to remain flat in
2020 and 2021, on the back of rising energy efficiency supported by climate change policies and weak industrial production.
In the long term, several drivers may boost power demand, including the electrification of transportation and heating.87
Supply: Energy transition and decarbonisation may continue to drive the closure of thermal generation capacity, and
particularly coal power plants, as dark spreads may narrow on the back of rising CO2 prices. Germany, the Netherlands, Italy,
France and the United Kingdom all have plans to accelerate the phase out of coal and lignite. As supply reduces, reserve
margins are on average expected to decline across Europe, supporting power prices, although more interconnectors should
partly offset this trend. As a result, we expect power prices to remain broadly stable in 2020. However, we see upward potential,
particularly in the medium term. Because of capacity closures, Germany should swing from being a net power exporter to
becoming a net power importer. We expect nuclear power capacity to continue to reduce across Europe, but policies are
diverging in different countries in terms of timing. Germany plans to stop nuclear generation by 2023, while France, Spain and
Sweden are positioned for a more gradual phase out.88
Merchant baseload generation capacity should benefit from the upside potential in power prices in the short term, and we see
improving fundamentals for efficient Combined Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGTs), supported by a recovery in spark spreads and
improving capacity markets. Capacity markets are being implemented at a national level across Europe to incentivise thermal
generation and ensure power supply safety. Although gas generation is expected to benefit in the short term, the position of
gas remains fragile in the long term, as climate change policies aim at displacing it from the merit order via rising CO 2 prices
and stricter regulation.
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returns. There is no guarantee the forecast shown will materialise.
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Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019.
Based on Bloomberg, as at 25 November 2019.
88
Based on Bloomberg, as at 20 November 2019.
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Risks: Coal generation will likely increasingly be pushed out of the merit order due to growing renewables and rising CO2
prices.89 As the share of renewables is set to rise materially, power markets should become more volatile. While flexible power
generation capacity, including hydro or gas plants, could benefit from increased price volatility, renewables with inflexible
generation, including wind and solar, not supported by energy storage capacity, may experience a reduction in capture prices,
and require a power purchase agreement (PPA) for cash flow stabilisation.
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Renewables90
Operating Performance Outlook 2020
Long-Term Industry Trend

Stable/Positive
Positive

In 2019, renewable capacity continued to grow, driven mainly by off-shore wind in Northern Europe and photovoltaic (PV)
projects.91 Renewables continued to dominate the volume of greenfield investment in European infrastructure. In 2020, we
expect the installation of renewables capacity to continue at a fast pace, a trend that is unlikely to slow down in the medium
term, although we expect the sector to become increasingly commoditised. European regulatory frameworks for renewable
power generation continue to move from feed-in-tariff mechanisms to more competitive auction or contract for difference
frameworks, providing a floor to power prices, but somewhat capping profitability and reducing long-term cash flow visibility.
Technology costs continue to decrease, and in 2019 we have continued to observe subsidy-free greenfield PV projects in
Southern Europe being developed under the assumption of grid-parity, a trend that should accelerate in coming years,
particularly if higher carbon prices lift electricity prices.92 At the same time, we are witnessing substantial demand growth for
renewable power from consumers and corporates via power purchase agreements (PPA), a trend that we expect to accelerate
in Europe over the medium term.
Risks: Fading subsidies expose new projects to weaker profitability or power price volatility in the long term in the absence of
a PPA, while existing brownfield projects are generally exposed to tail risk due to expiring subsidies. As technology evolves,
projects may be exposed to untested operational assumptions. A growing share of renewables will require substantial
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Based on Bloomberg and DNV GL data, as at November 2019.
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019.
91
Infrastructure Journal database, 20 November 2019.
92
PV Magazine, 8 March 2019.
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investment in grids. As retail power prices are already high in some countries, including for example Germany, financing the
energy transition may be more complex than what is currently envisaged.

Utilities & Networks93
Operating Performance Outlook 2020

Regulated Networks: Stable/Negative

-

Integrated Utilities: Stable

Long-Term Industry Trend

Regulated Networks: Stable

-

Integrated Utilities: Stable

Networks: In our view, regulatory frameworks for European networks are generally mature and predictable in Europe,
supporting long-term revenue visibility. At the same time, in 2019 we have continued to observe a gradual reduction in
regulated returns for electricity, gas and water networks, due to a steady decrease in allowed cost of debt.94 We expect this
trend to continue in 2020, with regulatory reviews expected to reduce allowed returns across a number of geographies. At the
same time, the negative impact of lower allowed returns should be partially mitigated by the possibility to refinance maturing
debt at historically low rates. In 2020, we expect a number of regulatory determinations in Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom.
Fundamentally, we are not anticipating substantial changes to regulatory frameworks, but we recognise that shareholder
remuneration remains part of the regulator’s considerations in certain markets, such as in Spain, where the regulator may
focus on reducing leverage levels. We also envisage that in the medium term regulators will continue to put increasing
emphasis on sustainability across Europe, introducing a number of incentives to support asset climate resilience, customer
satisfaction and affordability.
In the long term, we see electricity networks, particularly distribution grids, benefitting from supportive regulation and increased
investment needs to accommodate the increase in distributed renewable energy capacity to support the energy transition.
Risks: As regulated returns continue to reduce to reflect the decline in government bond yields, in the medium term, if bond
yields rise, networks might be exposed to a mismatch between the rise in cost of debt and regulatory allowances. We see the
growth of gas networks remaining below GDP growth due to a progressively maturing industry and the prospects of
electrification substituting gas in most markets.
Integrated Utilities: In 2019, the outlook for integrated utilities has continued to stabilise. After a decade in which integrated
utilities have had to muddle through disruptive changes in the energy markets, the integrated utilities sector is today
substantially different. European utilities have now largely completed their multi-year asset disposal programmes and
companies have reduced their exposure to thermal generation, focusing on renewables, networks and additional services to
end customers. In 2020, we expect integrated utilities to continue refocusing their long-term strategies, concentrating on how
to respond to the growing trends of digitalisation and transport electrification. We expect utilities, particularly at municipal level,
to continue to target industrial and financial partnerships to redefine their business models, and see a wave on M&A activity
ahead, unlocking potential investment opportunities in the medium term.
Risks: In 2019 we have observed a big wave of decarbonisation plans in the integrated utilities space. Focusing on
partnerships with integrated utilities supported by solid decarbonisation plans may support investment value in the long term.
We expect emission policies, CO2 prices and regulation to increasingly penalise thermal generation fleets.
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Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019.
Moody’s Investors Service, “EMEA Regulated Electric and Gas Networks Outlook 2020”, 6 December 2019.
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5.3 Digital Infrastructure95
Digital Infrastructure96
Operating Performance Outlook 2020

Stable/Positive

Long-Term Industry Trend

Positive

The outlook for European digital infrastructure is positive in our view, as the industry continues to record strong growth,
supported by digitalisation, a trend that we expect to continue in 2020 and in the long term. Investment volumes in digital
infrastructure should remain high, driven by deployment of new fibre networks and construction of new data centre capacity.
Moreover, M&A activity should continue, particularly for towers and fibre networks, as traditional telecom operators seek to
dispose of non-strategic assets to fund investment requirements for fifth-generation (5G) mobile technology, currently being
deployed across a number of European markets in 2020.

DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE INDUSTRY DEMAND METRICS (% p.a., Europe, 2016-20F)
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Sources: DWS, Eurostat, Bloomberg, Cisco, 7 November 2019. Notes: E = expected, F = forecast. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. There is
no guarantee the forecast shown will materialise.

Telecom Towers: Long-term and strategic investors continue to invest in the telecom tower sector, as assets can provide solid
long-term cash flow visibility. Historically, the market for telecom tower investment has proven to be very competitive and we
have seen valuations in the space rising materially. As a result, we believe that today assets may only provide limited potential
for alpha generation, and we have observed consolidation in the sector, as a strategy to support returns. The sector is therefore
gradually moving towards a more oligopolistic structure. Consolidation has been observed in France and Italy, and we may
see more M&A activity in Germany and the United Kingdom. We expect traditional telecom operators to continue disposing of
towers to tower operators, as they try to secure capital to invest in their core business, particularly 5G.97 In 2020, we expect
robust growth in mobile data consumption, supporting business fundamentals.98 In the medium term, the sector may capitalise
Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019.
97
Based on Oxford Economics, Bloomberg and Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
98
Based on Bloomberg, as at November 2019.
95
96
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on growth opportunities provided by the shift away from legacy tower ownership models to lighter asset base models, as the
industry comes closer to the deployment of 5G mobile technology.99
Fibre Networks: Historically, institutional investors have mainly focused on telecom towers when looking at the digital
infrastructure space. 100 However, recently we have observed more opportunities emerging in the fibre networks space.
Investment is driven by the need to deploy new fibre capacity for long-haul and metro ring networks, upgrade fibre density in
last mile networks and replace copper infrastructure to provide faster broadband to customers. We expect this trend to
accelerate across Europe in 2020. In urban areas, we expect fibre businesses to be increasingly exposed to potential
competition from 5G technology when it comes to the provision of services to end-customers. While this may jeopardise growth
expectations in the Fibre-to-the-Home (FTTH) segment, at the same time, fibre should remain essential, as 5G will also require
improved capacity across other segments of the fibre network, supporting business fundamentals of fibre operators up to Fibre
to the Cabinet (FTTC). In rural areas, we continue to observe opportunities supported by substantial growth potential as new
fibre networks are rolled out in remote areas. However, we recognise that in rural areas some opportunities may have overly
optimistic assumptions around customer base growth expectations in the short term. While regulation continues to support
investment in high-capacity networks, it also acts as a limit for industry consolidation and network sharing efforts.101
Data Centres: We expect the data centre sector to benefit from robust growth in internet traffic, and we expect global cloud
traffic growth of over 20% in 2020, which is likely to boost colocation data centres’ revenues by 5-10% depending on
geographical location and occupancy levels. In the medium term, we believe that the increase in data creation is expected to
be strong, with 5G enabling data traffic growth for new technologies such as the Internet-of-Things (IoT) and virtualisation. As
a result, we expect material data centre capacity increases, with new facilities being built across Europe in both core locations
as well as in more peripheral areas, where edge data centres are expected to be increasingly necessary to provide low latency
services.102
Risks: We recognise that supportive market fundamentals do not always translate into attractive investment opportunities.
Although we continue to observe robust growth in data usage, care should be taken in selecting opportunities with predictable
cash-flow profiles and realistic growth and profitability assumptions that are not excessively exposed to the risk of competition
or long-term technological risks.103

5.4 Private Healthcare104
Private Healthcare105
Outlook 2020
Long-Term Industry Trend

Stable
Positive

Based on Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
Based on Infrastructure Journal database, as at November 2019.
101
Based on Oxford Economics, Bloomberg and Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
102
Based on a number of sources, including Oxford Economics, Bloomberg, IHS Markit, Cisco, Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
103
Based on a number of sources, including Oxford Economics, Bloomberg, Fitch Ratings, Moody’s Investors Service data, as at November 2019.
104
Any forecasts provided herein are based on DWS’s opinion at the time of publication and are subject to change.
105
Based on DWS proprietary methodology for ranking unlisted infrastructure sectors as at 25 November 2019.
99

100
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The European population is ageing. By 2038, the share of population over 65 years should reach 27% from 20% in 2019,
driven by sluggish birth growth rates and medical advances improving longevity. 106 Our view is that an ageing population will
have substantial consequences for spending on healthcare infrastructure, driving material investment needs in hospitals, inhome health services, elderly care and nursing homes over the coming years. Healthcare expenditure increasingly represents
a challenge for governments, putting pressure on public budgets, and requiring a substantial involvement of private investors.
Moreover, opportunities for investment in healthcare facilities funded via traditional, social infrastructure Public-Private
Partnership (PPP) models remain limited in size and continue to reduce, increasing the need for further involvement of private
investors, particularly for non-acute care, a segment generally enjoying solid long-term cash flow visibility, supported by a
combination of government and private cash flow streams. As a result, we observe growing interest from private investors for
this sector, and we anticipate the European market to grow substantially in the medium term.107
Risks: A fragmented market and regulation across the European private healthcare sector requires a detailed understanding
when considering an investment and represents a material barrier for strategies aimed at industry consolidation.

106
107

Oxford Economics, European Union, Population 65+ divided by Population, total, as at 27 November 2019.
Based on InfraNews, as at 6 November 2019.
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6 / Appendix
Calendar Annual Performance
Index

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

YTD
Jun-2019

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Power, Total Return

13.08%

7.34%

12.02%

12.60%

10.48%

5.48%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Power, Capital Return

6.80%

3.10%

7.47%

4.80%

1.45%

2.62%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Power, Income Return

5.96%

4.14%

4.32%

7.52%

8.91%

2.82%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Transportation, Total Return

19.14%

23.81%

17.50%

14.59%

14.43%

9.46%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Transportation, Capital Return

14.95%

19.32%

11.66%

9.78%

9.95%

6.79%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Transportation, Income Return

3.77%

3.94%

5.39%

4.49%

4.17%

2.60%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Low Risk, Total Return

13.23%

8.38%

12.16%

8.86%

9.73%

4.55%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Low Risk, Capital Return

7.76%

4.35%

5.96%

3.34%

4.18%

2.29%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Low Risk, Income Return

5.17%

3.90%

5.93%

5.39%

5.38%

2.24%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Moderate Risk, Total Return

17.27%

21.41%

17.59%

14.53%

12.96%

8.32%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Moderate Risk, Capital Return

13.24%

17.24%

12.79%

8.69%

6.76%

5.67%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Moderate Risk, Income Return

3.67%

3.72%

4.39%

5.48%

5.88%

2.60%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- High Risk, Total Return

3.23%

24.46%

0.42%

46.73%

8.44%

9.94%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- High Risk, Capital Return

1.81%

22.93%

-0.77%

43.32%

7.02%

9.89%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- High Risk, Income Return

1.40%

1.30%

1.19%

2.55%

1.37%

0.04%

Source: DWS, MSCI Global Quarterly Infrastructure Asset Index, “Summary - Period ending June 2019”, November 2019. Past performance is not a guide for
future results.
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Rolling Annual Performance
Index

Jun-2014

Jun-2015

Jun-2016

Jun-2017

Jun-2018

Jun-2019

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Power, Total Return

17.76%

7.28%

10.67%

10.08%

12.45%

10.96%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Power, Capital Return

12.42%

1.04%

7.14%

4.14%

4.89%

2.00%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Power, Income Return

4.96%

6.12%

3.36%

5.77%

7.28%

8.80%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Transportation, Total Return

16.99%

24.99%

19.68%

14.23%

14.56%

16.47%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Transportation, Capital Return

12.81%

20.36%

13.87%

9.92%

9.79%

11.20%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Transportation, Income Return

3.84%

4.03%

5.29%

4.03%

4.45%

4.89%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Low Risk, Total Return

14.12%

8.56%

11.40%

9.29%

9.12%

9.76%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Low Risk, Capital Return

8.88%

3.55%

5.78%

4.39%

2.72%

5.30%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Low Risk, Income Return

4.95%

4.87%

5.39%

4.74%

6.27%

4.30%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Moderate Risk, Total Return

16.19%

21.94%

19.36%

13.96%

13.75%

14.96%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Moderate Risk, Capital Return

12.33%

17.38%

14.88%

9.33%

8.16%

8.01%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- Moderate Risk, Income Return

3.55%

4.05%

4.04%

4.34%

5.26%

6.56%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- High Risk, Total Return

-3.37%

30.10%

3.07%

19.39%

32.73%

7.50%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- High Risk, Capital Return

-4.78%

28.59%

1.77%

17.48%

29.19%

7.45%

MSCI Global Infrastructure Direct Asset Index
- High Risk, Income Return

1.47%

1.25%

1.28%

1.70%

2.89%

0.04%

Source: DWS, MSCI Global Quarterly Infrastructure Asset Index, “Summary - Period ending June 2019”, November 2019. Past performance is not a guide for
future results.
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Important Information
The brand DWS represents DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and any of its subsidiaries, such as DWS Distributors,
Inc., which offers investment products, or DWS Investment Management Americas, Inc. and RREEF America L.L.C.,
which offer advisory services.
DWS represents the asset management activities conducted by DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA or any of its subsidiaries. In
the U.S., DWS relates to the asset management activities of RREEF America L.L.C.; in Germany: DWS Grundbesitz GmbH,
DWS Real Estate GmbH, and DWS Alternatives GmbH ; in Australia: DWS Investments Australia Limited (ABN 52 074 599
401) an Australian financial services incense holder; in Japan: DWS Investments Japan Limited; in Hong Kong: Deutsche
Bank Aktiengesellschaft, Hong Kong Branch (for direct real estate business), and DWS Investments Hong Kong Limited (for
real estate securities business); in Singapore: DWS Investments Singapore Limited (Company Reg. No. 198701485N); in the
United Kingdom: Deutsche Alternative Asset Management (UK) Limited, DWS Alternatives Global Limited and DWS
Investments UK Limited; and in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden: DWS Investments UK Limited and DWS Alternatives
Global Limited; in addition to other regional entities in the Deutsche Bank Group. Key DWS research personnel are voting
members of various investment committees. Members of the investment committees vote with respect to underlying
investments and/or transactions and certain other matters subjected to a vote of such investment committee. The views
expressed in this document have been approved by the responsible portfolio management team and Infrastructure investment
committee and may not necessarily be the views of any other division within DWS.
This material was prepared without regard to the specific objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular person who
may receive it. It is intended for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice, a recommendation, an
offer, solicitation, the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security or other instrument, or for DWS or its affiliates to
enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information contained herein. Neither DWS nor any of
its affiliates gives any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of information which is contained in this
document. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded, no member of the DWS, the Issuer or any office,
employee or associate of them accepts any liability (whether arising in contract, in tort or negligence or otherwise) for any
error or omission in this document or for any resulting loss or damage whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise
suffered by the recipient of this document or any other person.
The views expressed in this document constitute DWS Group’s judgment at the time of issue and are subject to change. This
document is only for professional investors. This document was prepared without regard to the specific objectives, financial
situation or needs of any particular person who may receive it. No further distribution is allowed without prior written consent
of the Issuer.
Investments are subject to risk, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and loss of
income and principal invested. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount
originally invested at any point in time.
An investment in infrastructure involves a high degree of risk, including possible loss of principal amount invested, and is
suitable only for sophisticated investors who can bear such losses. The value of shares/ units and their derived income may
fall or rise.
Any forecasts provided herein are based upon DWS’s opinion of the market at this date and are subject to change dependent
on the market. Past performance or any prediction, projection or forecast on the economy or markets is not indicative of future
performance.
In Australia: Issued by DWS Investments Australia Limited (ABN 52 074 599 401), holder of an Australian Financial Services
License (AFSL 499 640). This information is only available to persons who are professional, sophisticated, or wholesale
investors as defined under section 761 G of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). The information provided is not to be construed
as investment, legal or tax advice and any recipient should take their own investment, legal and tax advice before investing.
DWS Investments Australia Limited is an asset management subsidiary of DWS Group GmbH & CO. KGaA (“DWS Group”).
The capital value of and performance of an investment is not in any way guaranteed by DWS Group, DWS Investments
Australia Limited or any other member of the DWS Group. Any forecasts provided herein are based upon our opinion of the
market as at this date and are subject to change, dependent on future changes in the market. Any prediction, projection or
forecast on the economy, stock market, bond market or the economic trends of the markets is not necessarily indicative of the
future or likely performance. Investments are subject to investment risk, including possible delays in repayment and loss of
income and principal invested. DWS Investments Australia Limited is not an Authorised Deposit-taking Institution under the
Banking Act 1959 nor regulated by APRA.
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Notice to prospective Investors in Japan: This document is distributed in Japan by DWS Investments Japan Limited. Please
contact the responsible employee of DWS Investments Japan Limited in case you have any question on this document
because DWS Investments Japan Limited serves as contacts for the product or service described in this document. This
document is for distribution to Professional Investors only under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law.
Dubai International Financial Centre: Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial Centre (registered no. 00045) is
regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - DIFC Branch may only undertake the financial
services activities that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA license. Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai
International Financial Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO Box 504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been
distributed by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or services are only available to Professional Clients, as defined
by the Dubai Financial Services Authority.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: This document may not be distributed in the Kingdom except to such persons as are permitted
under the Investment Fund Regulations issued by the Capital Market Authority. The Capital Market Authority does not take
any responsibility for the contents of this document, does not make any representation as to its accuracy or completeness,
and expressly disclaims any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from, or incurred in reliance upon, any part of this
document. Prospective subscribers of the securities offered hereby should conduct their own due diligence on the accuracy
of the information relating to the securities. If you do not understand the contents of this document you should consult an
authorized financial adviser.
For Investors in Switzerland: This material is intended for information purposes only and does not constitute investment advice
or a personal recommendation. This document should not be construed as an offer to sell any investment or service.
Furthermore, this document does not constitute the solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe for any investment or
service in any jurisdiction where, or from any person in respect of whom, such a solicitation of an offer is unlawful. Neither
DWS CH AG nor any of its affiliates, gives any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of information which is
contained in this document. Past performance or any prediction or forecast is not indicative of future results.
The views expressed in this document constitute DWS Group's judgment at the time of issue and are subject to change. DWS
Group has no obligation to update, modify or amend this letter or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any
matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes
inaccurate, or if research on the subject company is withdrawn. Prices and availability of financial instruments also are subject
to change without notice.
The information provided in this document is addressed solely to Qualified Investors pursuant to Article 10 paragraph 3 of the
Swiss Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes (CISA) and Article 6 of the Ordinance on Collective Investment
Schemes. This document is not a prospectus within the meaning of Articles 1156 and 652a of the Swiss Code of Obligations
and may not comply with the information standards required thereunder. This document may not be copied, reproduced,
distributed or passed on to others without the prior written consent of DWS CH AG or its affiliates.
For investors in the United Kingdom: FOR PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ONLY
Issued and approved by DWS Investments UK Limited of Winchester House, 1 Great Winchester Street, London EC2N
2DB, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”).
This document is a “non-retail communication” within the meaning of the FCA's Rules and is directed only at persons
satisfying the FCA’s client categorisation criteria for an eligible counterparty or a professional client. This document is not
intended for and should not be relied upon by a retail client. This document may not be reproduced or circulated without
written consent of the issuer.
This document is intended for discussion purposes only and does not create any legally binding obligations on the part of
DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and/or its affiliates (“DWS”). Without limitation, this document does not constitute
investment advice or a recommendation or an offer or solicitation and is not the basis for any contract to purchase or sell
any security or other instrument, or for DWS to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any
information contained herein. The information contained in this document is based on material we believe to be reliable;
however, we do not represent that it is accurate, current, complete, or error free. Assumptions, estimates and opinions
contained in this document constitute our judgment as of the date of the document and are subject to change without notice.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Any forecasts provided herein are based upon our opinion of the
market as at this date and are subject to change, dependent on future changes in the market. Any prediction, projection or
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forecast on the economy, stock market, bond market or the economic trends of the markets is not necessarily indicative of
the future or likely performance. Investments are subject to risks, including possible loss of principal amount invested.
When making an investment decision, potential investors should rely solely on the final documentation relating to the
investment or service and not the information contained herein. The investments or services mentioned herein may not be
appropriate for all investors and before entering into any transaction you should take steps to ensure that you fully understand
the transaction and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the transaction in the light of your own
objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into such transaction. For general
information regarding the nature and risks of the proposed transaction and types of financial instruments please go to
https://www.db.com/company/en/risk-disclosures.htm. You should also consider seeking advice from your own advisers in
making this assessment. If you decide to enter into a transaction with us you do so in reliance on your own judgment.
Any opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by Deutsche Bank AG and/or any other of its affiliates
(“DB”). DB may engage in transactions in a manner inconsistent with the views discussed herein. DB trades or may trade as
principal in the instruments (or related derivatives), and may have proprietary positions in the instruments (or related
derivatives) discussed herein. DB may make a market in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. You may
not distribute this document, in whole or in part, without our express written permission.
DWS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER LOSSES
OR DAMAGES INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS INCURRED BY YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY THAT MAY ARISE FROM
ANY RELIANCE ON THIS DOCUMENT OR FOR THE RELIABILITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR TIMELINESS
THEREOF.
Any reference to “DWS”, “Deutsche Asset Management” or “Deutsche AM” shall, unless otherwise required by the context,
be understood as a reference to asset management activities conducted by DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and/or any of its
affiliates. Clients will be provided DWS products or services by one or more legal entities that will be identified to clients
pursuant to the contracts, agreements, offering materials or other documentation relevant to such products or services. DWS’s
infrastructure investment business is part of the Alternatives platform. In the U.S., DWS relates to the asset management
activities of RREEF America L.L.C.; in Germany: DWS Grundbesitz GmbH, DWS Real Estate GmbH, and DWS Alternatives
GmbH; in Japan: DWS Investments Japan Limited; in Hong Kong: Deutsche Bank Aktiengesellschaft, Hong Kong Branch (for
direct real estate business), and DWS investments Hong Kong Limited (for real estate securities business); in Singapore:
DWS Investments Singapore Limited (Company Reg. No. 198701485N); in the United Kingdom: Deutsche Alternative Asset
Management (UK) Limited, DWS Alternatives Global Limited and DWS Investments UK Limited; and in Denmark, Finland,
Norway and Sweden: Deutsche Bank AG; in Australia: DWS Investments Australia Limited (ABN 52 074 599 401) an
Australian financial services license holder.
© 2020. All rights reserved.
For investors in Nordics: Deutsche Bank AG is authorised under German Banking Law (competent authority: European Central
Bank and the BaFin, Germany’s Federal Financial Supervisory Authority). Deutsche Bank AG Stockholm branch ("DBS",
Bolagsverket nr. 516401-9985) is authorised by BaFin and regulated by Finansinspektionen for the conduct of licensed
activities in Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland. Deutsche Bank branches operate within the EEA on the back of the legal
entity (Deutsche Bank AG) EU Passports within the European Economic Area (“EEA”). Reference is made to European Union
Regulatory Background and Corporate and Regulatory Disclosures at https://www.db.com/en/content/eu_disclosures_uk.htm.
Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation by BaFin and respective Nordic Region Financial Supervisory
Authority are available from us on request.
Without limitation, this document and any attachment does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to enter into any
transaction with DBS. This material and attachments is for information purposes only and is not intended to be an offer or an
advice or recommendation or solicitation, or the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security, or other instrument, or
for DBS to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information contained herein. The implicit
or explicit views and recommendations expressed in marketing or other financial presentation material as well as any financial
proposals are solely those of the issuer of such material, and forwarded to you on behalf of the contracting party.
The views set out in this presentation are those of the author and may not necessarily the views of any other division within
Deutsche Bank, including the Sales and Trading functions of the Corporate and Investment Bank or the Global Client Group
of Deutsche Asset Management and Private Wealth Management: all services provided by these the Sales and Trading
functions of the Corporate and Investment Bank are purely on a non-advised, execution-only basis. DB may engage in
transactions in a manner inconsistent with the views discussed herein. DB trades or may trade as principal in the instruments
(or related derivatives), and may have proprietary positions in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. DB
may make a market in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. Sales and Trading personnel are
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compensated in part based on the volume of transactions effected by them. You may not distribute this document, in whole
or in part, without our express written permission.
DBS is solely acting for and on behalf of Deutsche Bank AG and/or any of its affiliates. Potential investors should be aware
that if they decide to enter into a transaction with Deutsche Bank AG or any of its affiliates acting in their capacity as principal
to the transaction (“contracting party”), any and all agreements will be entered into with that contracting party (unless renegotiated) and pursuant to the financial laws and regulations of the country where the contracting party is licensed.
Unless DBS is entering into a separate and explicit contractual relationship with you for the provision of investment services,
it is neither obliged to categorise you in accordance with MiFID nor perform MiFID suitability and/or appropriateness
assessment (as enacted into Swedish laws and regulations). The investments or services mentioned in this material or an
attachment thereto may not be appropriate for all investors and before entering into a transaction you should take steps to
ensure that you fully understand the transaction and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the
transaction in the light of your own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into
such transaction. You should also consider seeking advice from your own advisers in making this assessment. If you decide
to enter into a transaction with a contracting party you do so in reliance on your own judgment. For general information
regarding the nature and risks and types of financial instruments please go to www.globalmarkets.db.com/riskdisclosures.
DB SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER LOSSES
OR DAMAGES INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS INCURRED BY YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY THAT MAY ARISE FROM
ANY RELIANCE ON THIS DOCUMENT OR FOR THE RELIABILITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR TIMELINESS
THEREOF.
For Investors in Belgium: The information contained herein is only intended for and must only be distributed to institutional
and/or professional investors (as defined in the Royal Decree dated 19 December 2017 implementing MiFID directive). In
reviewing this presentation you confirm that you are such an institutional or professional investor. When making an
investment decision, potential investors should rely solely on the final documentation (including the prospectus) relating to
the investment or service and not the information contained herein. The investments or services mentioned herein may not
be adequate or appropriate for all investors and before entering into any transaction you should take steps to ensure that
you fully understand the transaction and have made an independent assessment of the suitability or appropriateness of the
transaction in the light of your own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into
such transaction. You should also consider seeking advice from your own advisers in making this assessment. If you decide
to enter into a transaction with us you do so in reliance on your own judgment.
For investors in Bermuda: This is not an offering of securities or interests in any product. Such securities may be offered or
sold in Bermuda only in compliance with the provisions of the Investment Business Act of 2003 of Bermuda which regulates
the sale of securities in Bermuda. Additionally, non-Bermudian persons (including companies) may not carry on or engage
in any trade or business in Bermuda unless such persons are permitted to do so under applicable Bermuda legislation.
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